THE SUPERCREATOR GODDESS

Unveiled

TRANSFORMATIONAL JOURNEY BLUEPRINT

There is a Supercreator Goddess Inside of You
She is with you everyday
Who is she?
The SUPERCREATOR Goddess unveiled is a First Class Mentorship, a movement for
Impact driven women business owners, entrepreneurs who dream to leave this
world a better place. For the ones who dare to believe that they deserve to have it
ALL, Profound Impact, fulfillment, Abundance, Freedom and joy.This for The Ones
who are 100% committed to their Dreams and Vision and The Evolution of their soul.

Reclaim your feminine goddess
power and create a limitless future
with This unique 9 pillars’ powerful
consciousness-based spiritual
technology. The Supercreator
Goddess Unveiled is a Sacred Portal
that opens and weaves together
ancient wisdom of the primordial
feminine and the expansive
masculine energy within the self in a
perfect dance of balance, unifying
the polarity of creation.
Go from manifesting to magnetism!
Become Magnetic to your creations.When a woman has mastered each tenet of
this framework theyaccess their Supercreator capacity to manifest with supreme
grace, boundless powerand unconditional love. This ancient technology is truly a
potent elixir formultidimensional activation, transcendence and alignment with
one's highest destiny and purpose.
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Each pillar has Gems of wisdom, transformation and
empowerment, and a Mantra and Mudra.

BLUE SAPPHIRE

GREEN EMERALD

WHITE DIAMOND

IRIDESCENT PEARL

GOLD SHEEN
OBSIDIAN

RED RUBY

YELLOW SAPPHIRE

PINK DIAMOND
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MASTER DOW
CRYSTAL

PILLAR 1: RED RUBY
This precious energy holds the deepest wisdom of Earth, from the core fires of
creation.The infinite wellspring of life may be accessed through immersing in these
depths which allows one to rejuvenate, renew and access endless peace

RED RUBY CODES
Awareness and Self Esteem Codes
Releasing the Past Codes
Womb & Yoni Awareness
CodesRed Ruby Pillar Mantra
Red Ruby Pillar Mudra
Really be where you really are. Move out of denial. Accept what is. If you fully
accept all the parts of you, you activate the masculine safety and protection and
allow the feminine to relax, open, receive, and blossom.

PILLAR 2: PINK DIAMOND
The frequency of unconditional love is encapsulated within this beautiful energy. A
love that is all-seeing, compassionate and endless, the pure love which knows no
boundaries and acts as a portal which unlocks the realms of miracles.

PINK DIAMOND CODES
Awakening and Self connection Codes
Radical Forgiveness and Acceptance Codes
Self Love Codes
Heart Vortex Activation Codes
Pink Diamond Mantra
Pink Diamond Mudra
The Pink diamond is the master key which unlocks everything through the ineffable
and unifying power of Divine love. Go inside.
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PILLAR 3: GOLDEN SHEEN OBSIDIAN
The Shadow Self is the part of ourselves that we repress.‘Know Thyself’ was
scrawled across the Oracle temple at Delphi for a reason…Golden Sheen obsidian is
the ONLY stone that assists with shadow integration.

GOLDEN SHEEN OBSIDIAN CODES
Shadow Integration Codes

Golden Sheen Obsidian Mantra

Womb Space Healing Codes

Golden Sheen Obsidian Mudra

Cosmic Yoni Egg Codes
Moon Cycles and Star Cycles
Inner Heroine and Surrender Codes
The dark unconscious depths are embraced and shadows brought to light with
grace.This frequency invites the possibility to accept and integrate all parts of
onesbeing, and make a clear choice to transform in profound ways.

PILLAR FOUR: GREEN EMERALD
The Green Emerald is the frequency of the shapeshifter who morphs and moves
through the infinite realms of possibility with masterful grace and precision.

GREEN EMERALD CODES
Embodiment Codes and Self Investment Codes
You are a reflection of the Goddess
Divine Inner Feminine Codes
Creation from The Womb & Yoni Codes
Receive and say YES to YOURSELF
Green Emerald Mantra
Green Emerald Mudra
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PILLAR FIVE: WHITE DIAMOND
The White Diamond purifies, and acts as a transducer for themultifaceted energies
of creation that are always streamingthrough us.

WHITE DIAMOND CODES
Clarity Codes and Self Belief Codes
Intuition Inner & Wisdom Codes
Divine Creativity & Expression Codes
White Diamond Mantra
White Diamond Mudra
You allow Divine to Express through you. Learn how to set clear intentions and
activate your magic.Live your divinity on earth.This frequency serves to refine YOU
into a specific expression which is needed on the Earth plane. This crystalline
CLARITY cuts through the fog of separation and unlocksone from the slumber and
activates their path of sacred servic

PILLAR SIX:YELLOW SAPPHIRE
This radiant frequency empowers you to cultivate your Divine will inthe most
beautiful and sacred ways.

YELLOW SAPPHIRE CODES
Kundalini & Sexual Energy Activation Codes
Divine Inner Masculine Codes
Sacred Inner Marriage Codes
Yellow Sapphire Mantra
Yellow Sapphire Mudra
When you access this energy you activate the joy within that is a natural byproduct
of the perfect alignment of the inner feminine and the inner masculine with Divine
will. This frequency is playful and is a magnetic force of creation. When embodied,
this ecstaticfrequency connects us with our unique gifts and essence.
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PILLAR SEVEN: BLUE SAPPHIRE
The energy of pure uncompromising truth and visionaryleadership, encompassing
the sovereign heritage of the royal star beings. The essence of this frequency is
accessed when onesurrenders fully into the expansive fields of timeless presence in
order to access the ancient wisdom and knowledge waiting to be revealed within
the core fabric of creation.

BLUE SAPPHIRE CODES
Cosmic Egg Codes -- Conceive Yourself
Self Blue Sapphire Mantra
Blue Sapphire Mudra

PILLAR EIGHT: IRIDESCENT PEARL
Within this exquisite frequency exists the totality of creation and the void of infinite
possibilities. The Iridescent Pearl is the wildcard which invites us to explore the
darkest depths of the unknown so we can experience the alchemical journey of
total transformation.

IRIDESCENT PEARL CODES
Gestation Into the Void of Creation Codes
Impregnate Yourself with your Magic Codes
Unshakable Self Trust Codes
Pillar Eight: Iridescent Pearl Mantra
Pillar Eight: Iridescent Pearl Mudra
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PILLAR NINE: MASTER DOW CRYSTAL
A Dow crystal is a combination of a channeling crystal and a transmitter
crystal. Within this exquisite frequency is a symbolic representation and attainment
of the knowledge, wisdom and truth of the consciousness of Spirit. The expression
and manifestation of the spiritual truth. The trinity which is a symbolic
representation of body, mind and spirit or personality self, higher self (soul) and
Divine self (monad). The cycle of birth, death and rebirth.

MASTER DOW CRYSTAL CODES
Birth Yourself
Receive your very own gilded master key to the unlocking of
Divine destiny.
Self-Mastery CodesQuantum Intelligence Codes
Pillar Nine: Master Dow Mantra
Pillar Nine: Master Dow Mudra
Through integration, your sacred gifts are awakened and embodied. You become a
timeless multidimensional masterpiece.

The Journey starts on June 20th on the Summer Solstice.
Email me at love@mariembouni.com to register your interest.
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